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about  page  

 

why borrowed solace? 

 As a group of college friends sitting around a round table every Friday for two years, we toyed around 

with the idea of creating a blog, a collective book of stories, a website, a journal or a magazine, and so many 

more things. The last semester, when most of us were graduating, our dreams finally became a reality. We    

created a website. We created a blog and social media pages. We launched the submissions and began our 

journey.  

 But before all of that happened, we first took two words we liked and smashed them together to cre-

ate borrowed solace, but the meaning goes even deeper than that. If you notice the initials are a part of a lit-

erary rambling we wanted to gather and then release into the world one word at a time. To borrow the 

works of others for others’ solace. To comfort, to soothe, to put people in a better mood. We pledge to you 

this is a bunch of bs, but we love our name and who we are because of the words we choose to live by and 

these are two of them.  

how is the journal published? 

 We intend to publish two online versions a year. Our Spring edition will be our un-themed journal. Our 

Fall edition will be our themed journal. We will accept submissions from April to July and October to                

December with our journals coming out in September and March. Submissions come through our website 

at borrowedsolace.com. We collect four genres: fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and art. We pick selections based 

on the magic they create, the way they engage us as readers and as writers, making us crave more, and that 

allows us to walk alongside the authors while reading.  
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continued 

 

  

 Our dream goal is to publish two online journals a year, and a printed version of the best stories from that 

year. Right now, we publish two online versions of each journal. A teaser for free, and a small fee for all of the      

stories, plus the bonus content of interviews from the authors, poets, and artists, and craft essays. The journals 

are sold online at our website borrowedsolace.com.   

who are we and what we are about? 

 We come from all different backgrounds and we each have our own stories, but our passions and interests 

drive us to the same conclusion. We love writing. We love reading. We love the power and magic of words. We 

are based in Colorado Springs, Colorado because that is where we all met. One of us was born in California, one 

in Iowa, and two in different parts of Colorado. But we all converged in one state, in one city, at one college, 

with one dream.  

 Our dream is to build up the world with words others said, written, forced out, given to us, lent us. So we 

can share them with the rest of the publishing world of oceans. The vast blue waters filled with hundreds of sto-

ries and poems, with thousands of words, and millions of alphabet letters, and our journal is one ship among the 

many. A ship to tread the waters, scooping the finer stories out from the new and old authors. Foolish and wise 

creators and composers of the trade. We are the sailors, the dreamers underneath the stars, and this journal is 

our borrowed solace. This is what we are about.   
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Every word carries the weight it bears. 
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nonfiction 
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 The stories contained within this nonfiction section, all of them speak to some part of the soul. 

How much can we love our parents, even when we know they will eventually leave us, and with 

what? How can a simple store hold memories of what we want to give to our children and can we 

give those moments to them? How a box can look pretty, but hold more value than that? How routine 

can be uprooted, then we adjust to only be uprooted again? 

 

 Borrowing solace, learning wisdom, appreciating the small things that you didn't know existed, 

read them here with an open mind, that a story may change your perspective as the world continually 

does so.  

 

nicole 

nonfiction editor 
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the lawyer by 

susan haar 

not included in sample 
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tough love by 

anne-christine strugnell 
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 I pushed the door open, setting off a jangling 
bell, and stepped into a shop filled with toys and 
games for an enchanted childhood. A train bustled 
along on a track over my head, drawing my eye to a 
rack of hats near the back. I saw a gladiator’s helmet, 
a robot’s head, and the fuzzy head and horns of one of 
Sendak’s Wild Things. And that was just one rack. 
 I looked around and exclaimed with delight, 
pointing out each new discovery—a knight’s costume! 
A LEGO Taj Mahal! A kaleidoscope!—to my husband, 
Dan. But in the midst of my enthusiasm, a sadness 
grew in me until I had to leave the store, cross the 
street, and slump down in a plastic chair outside a 
coffee shop. 
 I’d last visited the Village Toy Store in Mendo-
cino thirteen years ago. Back then, my son Brendan 
was almost three, my daughter Carly one-and-a-half, 
and I was taking a few days in Mendocino on my first-
ever night away from my children. My then-husband, 
Jack, stayed at home in silent reproach, refusing to 
join me for a weekend away even though we could 
easily have left the children with their beloved nanny. 
 I remember I took a bath at the BnB and 
trimmed my toenails, slowly and attentively, enjoying 
the novel feeling of spending time and attention on 
myself without stealing it from others. I walked up 
and down the streets of Mendocino, stopping and 
browsing when I felt like it, admiring pieces of art I 
knew could not survive in my home, and looking at 
earrings that I could not wear because my inquisitive 

baby girl was likely to reach for them with her plump 
hands and tug, hard. I paused at bakeries and choco-
late shops, bought a slice of cake and a chocolate that 
looked appealing, and nibbled the corners off before 
throwing the rest away and redoubling my pace, cov-
ering more distance in an effort to burn as many calo-
ries as possible. Jack always said I weighed too much.  
 Only at the toy store could I buy something and 
feel good about it. My children were still too young 
for most of the toys, but I promised myself I would 
come back. We would romp around playing dragons 
and knights; we would build villages and castles of 
LEGO, conduct science experiments with the kits, and 
catch and study butterflies with one of the gauzy nets. 
We would spend afternoons filled with golden light 
that would cultivate in them a love of nature, a sense 
of their place in a beautiful world, and a lively curiosi-
ty that would inspire their schoolwork.  
  

 
To finish this story, purchase the full 
edition at borrowedsolace.com 
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pretty little boxes by 

madlynn haber 

not included in sample 
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hali s. morell 
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 “I get all locked up when I don’t understand 
something…which is often,” I said to my 
husband, in a seated saddle. 
 “I know, that’s how I go through life. Nothing 
makes sense, so I’m in a constant locked-up state,” he 
said back, washing dishes in the kitchen sink. 
 Walking back to my bedroom/office, whining 
and whimpering and rubbing my neck, I plopped back 
into a desk chair with wheels that no longer rolled due 
to an excess of cat fur and human hair that had gotten 
wrapped, tangled, and stuck in each wheel. With two 
cushions covering the seat, I would’ve been better off 
with Bounty extra-absorbent paper towels to protect 
my butt at this point. Thanks to three months working 
from home, I’ve averaged eight hours per day in this 
chair. So, that’s eight hours times five days a week…so 
forty hours per week times three months, which 
equals…something. I’m not good at math. It basically 
equals too many hours in this horrid chair!  
 Back in March, when the “stay at home” orders 
were put in place, I freaked out. Not because I loved 
being outside. I actually preferred a lifestyle of hiber-
nation, staying inside away from the many individuals 
who lacked common sense, who couldn’t drive 
properly, who consistently got into arguments with 
the pharmacists at Rite Aid, and who blocked my abil-
ity to get to my favorite bag of trail mix in Trader 
Joe’s. You know, just people. I have a tough time with 
people. What really freaked me out was being hurled 
into a new routine. With two on- campus work days 

allotted to create online lesson plans and learn how to 
use Zoom, my anxiety disorder decided to no longer 
respond to my medication, as I reverted back to rock-
ing in place and sighing deeply. 
 “You’ll be okay, sweetie. These are hard times, 
but you’re doing the best you can,” my husband would 
say, reassuringly.  
 “I know but it’s weird! I don’t get it!” I whined 
like an impatient child, pulling my knees into my chest 
with my arms.  
 As I prepared for the unknown, a colleague 
emailed out a brilliant article about Zoom best prac-
tices, listing tips and techniques. Like, how wearing 
lipstick makes your lips pop out more online. The only 
lipstick I had was from my wedding in 2002. Or how 
lighting should be set up from behind and to position 
the laptop so that you’re looking up to avoid double 
chins. Oh, great! So now, not only do I have to buy lip-
stick, but I have to make sure I don’t look overweight 
on-screen? Seeing myself on camera…for someone 
who has major body image issues…it’s not great.  
 

 
To finish this story, purchase the full 
edition at borrowedsolace.com 
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 If there's one thing I've learned about poetry during my years of being the poetry editor 
for borrowed solace, it's that poetry is often surprising. When it comes to the poetry in the unthemed 
issues of the journal, there is an especially high amount of surprises in store--we never know, after all, 
what topics poets are going to cover or what type of poetry they will submit to us. 

 While this particular unthemed journal is full of surprises in the poetry section, they are few and 
far between. This spring's group of poets is small, but mighty, and I can't wait for you to read what's in 
store and be surprised yourself. 

 

addey 

poetry editor  
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the centerfold 

by 

Jacob grossfeld 

not included in sample 
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There is a refuse— 

a subfractional shade of night 

in the primitive, glass-stained 

   morning 

the orchestral crescent wanes its weeping 

pores of tungsten 

against the beating jade 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To finish this poem, purchase the full 
edition at borrowedsolace.com 
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dark margin 

by 

Jacob grossfeld 

not included in sample 
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dinamarie isola  
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The voice I long  
to hear 
I spent my youth 
Railing against 
Wishing it would stop  
Trying to wizen me  
before my time 
 
No magnifying glass 
No microscope  
I liked  
an impressionistic view 
lovely at a safe 
distance 
where I lurked  
plotting my escape 
to shadows that  
swallowed me like a  
snake with an egg 
 
You were the scalpel 
tearing back flesh to 
examine all that 
pulsed beneath 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To finish this poem, purchase the 
full edition at borrowedsolace.com 
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over the wall 

by 

dinamarie isola  

not included in sample 
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flowers  

by  

heather sager 

not included in sample 
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moon jelly web cam 

monterey bay aquarium 

by  

katherine gordon 

not included in sample 
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 Times have been rather trying. Recovery is slow going and it seems we won't get back to some 
sense of normalcy for a while to come. If you need escape or just wish to walk in another's shoes for a 
time, why not immerse yourself in familiar pages filled with unfamiliar tales. 

Take the little bit of solace they can offer and be well. 

 

amber 

fiction editor  
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one night in los angeles 

by 

kirstin ault 

not included in sample 
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werewolf 

by 

zoë gioja 
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 These people apparently are her friends. She 
says apparently because she’s always a little scared to 
talk to them at parties like these. She wishes Steph 
had come with her.  

 “You know I hate those kinds of things,” Steph 
had said.  

 “What kinds of things?”  

 “Oh, you know, people standing around and 
making a bunch of snide remarks, pretending to be 
friends.”  

 “So parties. You hate parties.”  

 Steph paused like she was thinking about it, 
sitting on the couch in her sweatpants, shrugged. 
“Yep. Pretty much.” She’d waved cheerfully as her 
friend walked out the door. 

 She almost wishes she was back there now, on 
the couch at home next to Steph.  

 But she’s here now, drink in hand. She strides up 
to a group and takes a sip. Listens to what they’re 
talking about.  

 “Have you read the, like, furry manifesto that 
came out recently?” This is Bernie talking. Bernie is 
tall and skinny and is in the physics PhD program. He’s 
wearing a plaid cap at a jaunty angle.  

 “A manifesto?” Jerry’s asking.  

 “Wait,” she asks, not thinking for a moment—
just wondering aloud—“What’s a furry?”  

 Jerry laughs. She immediately regrets asking. 
She should have just nodded along. “You don’t know 
what a furry is?” He has silver-fox hair and is about 
twice the age of everyone here. No one knows why 
he’s at this party.  

 Bernie laughs. “Aww,” he says, reaches out to 
touch her head, which she dodges. “You’re so inno-
cent!” He sounds half endeared, half derisive.  

 She thinks about the kinds of things she could 
do at this juncture. She could make a suggestion. She 
could suggest they all play strip poker, for real. No, 
better than that. She could suggest they all just spend 
the rest of the party naked. Require everyone else 
who comes in to just drop their clothes at the door. Or 
she could make up stories. She could tell them about 
all the things she hasn’t done but imagines doing. She 
could say—secretively, as if they’ve dragged it out of 
her—that she’s been in a threesome. Or she could just 
get up. She could just leave. She could laugh. She 
could say how the fuck do you know. She could play-
slap him on the arm and say stop it, with eyes like 
Betty Boop.  

  

To finish this story, purchase the full 
edition at borrowedsolace.com 
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just a moment 

by 

vanessa renee 

not included in sample 
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counting heads 

by  

robert granader 

not included in sample 
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fireman’s lift 

by 

mary newton 
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 I finished the letter to Kyle in August. The sky 
darkened with clouds on the way to the gas station 
when I went to buy the stamps, and the gas station 
man told me there might be a thundershower. He 
was a dusty old man named Kelso Guthrie, and had a 
dog named Mort.  
 The letter told Kyle I couldn’t care less about 
him dumping me for Shelly just before graduation. It 
was a lie that I didn’t care, but I was working on mak-
ing it true. My mother had moved out because of an 
incident with my dad that kind of broke her brain, 
and cooking and cleaning for my brothers and little 
sister gave me a lot to do. After all, I was an adult 
now, having just turned eighteen. Kyle and Shelly 
had both been eighteen for several months, but tak-
ing over Mom’s job took my mind off them and con-
vinced me that, between the three of us, I was the 
mature one. 
 “You’d better get home before the storm hits,” 
Kelso Guthrie said. “And put on some shoes. You 
could get struck by lightning.”  
 I was into going around barefoot that summer, 
even while driving. After all, a bare foot can step on a 
brake pedal as well as one wearing a sneaker, right? 
But Kelso Guthrie had explained that lightning could 
strike me when I stepped out of the car if the ground 
was wet from the rain. Since Mom left, I was finding 
out there were a lot of things I didn’t know. 
 So I bought the stamps, and when I got home, 
the phone was ringing. Against my will, I hoped it 

would be Kyle, wanting me back.  
  “Hey.” It was Ben Fish, a guy I knew from 
school. He was a big, gentle guy with retro-hippie 
hair who played violin. I knew him from band, where 
he was called Trout Man because of his last name, 
and occasionally just “The Trout.”  
 “I just wanted to see how you’re doing.”  
 He was referring to the night Mom packed a 
suitcase and moved in with the neighbor woman 
across the street. Few people in the world knew the 
reason.  
 

* * *    
 

 
 
 
 
To finish this story, purchase the full 
edition at borrowedsolace.com 
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blue sky country 

by 

zach murphy 

not included in sample 
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by 

robert bordner 
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 Light bleeds through the slats into my bedroom 
closet. First bearing down upon a now single dresser, 
perhaps it misses it’s two companions. It then 
stretches across an empty charcoal grey carpet that 
in five feet feels like five miles, until it stops just 
short of the canopy that my shirts, coats, and jackets 
create. This space didn’t even exist to me a week ago 
until the shoe racks were taken. Under there it is 
cramped, it requires that you sit and hunch to keep 
your head from disappearing among the fabric, but 
that is a comfort. I need to feel compressed. it’s why I 
have placed my back into a corner. It’s why I erect 
myself just enough to let my heavy winter coats 
brush at the peak of my skull. It’s why I swaddle my-
self in a weighted blanket. Every point of contact, 
every pound of weight feels like a hand holding the 
last of my pieces together.  
 This has been the only place I can sleep since 
she left. The bed feels too much like an endless bar-
ren wasteland threatening to wring the last of my life 
from me.  
 Still though, this closet is not completely safe. I 
see the ghosts of our shared memories walking 
through. All the times I tried to reach for the winter 
quilts on the high shelves just to have you walk up 
and pluck them from their place with the ease your 
extra four inches gave you. All the nights we would 
come home from seeing family or friends. Exhaustion 
making us lazy and dropping our clothes just inside 
the door. Then one of us draping ourselves over the 

other to make sure we actually got to bed and didn’t 
spend the night in the closet like we were teens 
again, hiding from a parent that might suddenly burst 
into the room.  
 I hate the ghosts that I see. They only reflect 
the good moments and not the slow descent into our 
separation. Eventually the light disappears, and I’m 
left blinded in the night, so I lay myself down, the 
tremble of my body lulling me to sleep.  
Morning comes as it always does and the emptiness 
in my stomach forces me out of my respite. We both 
loved this kitchen when we first took the tour. The 
black and white marble countertops were a bit cli-
ché, but the patterns intrigued me. You loved the is-
land, you always thought a kitchen was incomplete 
without one, and even though you didn’t think we 
needed it at the time the double doored fridge was 
something I knew I couldn’t live without. 
 

*** 
 
 

 
To finish this story, purchase the full 
edition at borrowedsolace.com 
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in extremis 
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karen burkey 
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afterword 

  

 Thank you for coming along with us on the journey that is borrowed solace issue 4.1. We are in our 

fourth year of creating this journal, and it is a year that is already bringing so many amazing words and 

writers out into the world. 

 We are grateful for you, dear reader, as you have journeyed along with us through the years--from a 

classroom at the University of Colorado, to Iowa, to Chicago, to Wisconsin, to Wyoming, to Mount Rush-

more, and all over the world with our amazing contributors. Thanks for sticking with us--we can't wait for 

what's to come. 
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The journey continues! 

 

Thank you for sticking with us! 


